EconBiz Academic Career Kit

Toolkits for Early Career Researchers (ERCs) in Economics, Business Studies, and Social Sciences.

→ OER: Adapt and embed into your website
→ Interactive and modular
→ Elements of Gamification: Quiz, Drag and Drop, Fill in the blanks
→ Mobile friendly

OER: Adapt and embed into your website
Interactive and modular
Elements of Gamification: Quiz, Drag and Drop, Fill in the blanks
Mobile friendly

Licenses
UNESCO-Definition: “Open Educational Resources (OER) (…) reside in the public domain or have been released under an open license (…).”
https://en.unesco.org/themes/building-knowledge-societies/oer

The Academic Career Kit is licensed under:

Including third party Materials
→ Match licenses of used materials and your own OER: SA (Share Alike) / NC (Non Commercial) / ND (No Derivates).
→ Find images and videos with CC licenses.
→ Own images of persons – did they agree?
→ Screenshots might be copyright protected.
→ Logos might be protected trademarks.

Search Tools

H5P (open source): “Create, share and reuse interactive HTML5 content” (h5p.org).

Redistribute – Re-mix – Adapt
UNESCO-Definition: “OER (…) permits no-cost access, use, adaptation and redistribution (…).”
https://en.unesco.org/themes/building-knowledge-societies/oer

→ H5P (open source): “Create, share and reuse interactive HTML5 content” (h5p.org).
→ Media type “course presentation”: images, video, audio, quiz, drag and drop, fill in the blanks, memory game, …
→ Embed Academic Career Kit into your own website (iframe code like with YouTube videos).
→ Adapt with free h5p plugin for WordPress, moodle, or Drupal.

Contacts
Nicole Krüger
n.krueger@zbw.eu
+49-431-8814-310

EconBiz – Leibniz Information Centre for Economics (Kiel/Hamburg, Germany)